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Abstract – Today’s networking age provides greater
importance to the authentication mechanism for security.
Authentication is the process of identification of user or client
respect to service parameters. These service parameters
consist of unique combination of password associated with
username or userid. Graphical based authentication
mechanism had provided strong alternative for knowledge
based, token based & biometric authentication mechanism.
In this paper we are going to propose new graphical based
authentication mechanism. This Active Image Authentication
System (AIAS) provides strong solution on guessing attack
using random positioning of Active Points (AP) with respect
to time domain.
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Points (AP), Active Image Authentication System (AIAS).

I. INTRODUCTION

Now a day’s different transformations in technology
provide strong backbone to the e-globalization which had
initiated by development of internet and dynamically
moving towards cloud environment. In these types of
transformations both networks & users are facing common
major problem of security respect to authentication &
authorization. Traditional method of authentication is to
provide a userid and password to every user and use that
information accordingly. Basically authentication is carried
out using different techniques like Knowledge based,
token based and biometric based [1][8].

Knowledge based authentication technique consists of
text based password which suffered by dictionary search,
social engineering etc. So to prevent from these one can
use complex password but it may be very difficult to
remember. In token based authentication mechanism user
uses an authentication token, which is a physical device
that gives an aid in authentication. Though it doesn’t have
dimension regarding to human   memorability but a major
pitfall of this scheme is that password i.e. tokens are liable
to be stolen, forgotten or shared with some un-authorized
users due to which credibility reduces.

Biometric refers to identify human by their
characteristics or traits. Behavioral (such as typing rhythm,
gait, and voice) and physiological (such as fingerprint,
face recognition, DNA, Palm print, hand geometry, iris
recognition, retina) characteristics serves  as base for
describing human to authenticate. Biometric based
authentication is considered to be the best and strongest
form of authentication techniques than knowledge based
and token based.  In biometric systems, each stage is
independent to transform the input and so sometimes due
to poor quality of image, some of the stages could not
utilize the entire input data, which becomes the drawback
of this system. Graphical based authentication mechanism
had provided strong alternative for knowledge based,
token based & biometric authentication mechanism by
overcoming their disadvantages. And psychological

studies also say that human can remember pictures more
than text.

II. BACKGROUND

2.1 Classification of graphical based authentication
systems

According to our study two important factors which
provide a baseline for categorizing graphical authentication
are:
1. Working mechanism
2. User approach

We classify possibly all graphical based authentication
techniques using these two factors.
2.1.1. According to working mechanism

Graphical based password schemes can be broadly
classified according to working mechanism into following
main categories (fig 1).

Fig.1. Classification based on working mechanism

Different techniques which evolve are classified
according to its working mechanism in table. A
recognition based techniques involve identifying whether
one has seen an image before. The user must only be able
to recognize previously seen images as password and not
generate them unloaded from memory. In pure recall-based
methods the user has to recall something that he or she
created or selected earlier during the registration stage.
And in cued recall based user is provided with some hint
or cue so that user can able to recall the password. Hybrid
system is nothing but a combination of two or more
schemes to provide more efficient and accurate technique.

Table 1: classification of different graphical based
authentication techniques according to working

mechanism

Recognition
based

Pure recall
based

Cued recall
based

Hybrid
schemes

Cognitive
authentication

Android
Screen
Unlock

CCP CDS
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Visual
identification
protocol

PassShaps PCCP
Two Step
Authenti-
cations

Passfaces PassGo Passlogix -

Story YAGP
Inkblot
Authentication

-

Déjà vu
Haptic
Password

3D Scheme -

Convex hull
click

Passdoode PassPoints -

Use your
illusion

DAS Suo’s Scheme -

GPI/GPIS BDAS Jimmy Scheme -

2.1.2. According to user approach
User point of view regarding to any mechanism or

system is depend upon way of interaction with respective
thing. Usability of any security or authentication system
has dependency on human memorability.  According to
user psychology or method of interaction with graphical
based authentication system these systems are classified as
follows

Fig.2. classification based on user approach

2.2 Study of existing systems
The idea of Click based password scheme was

introduced by Blonder [4]. He proposed a scheme where
password consists of series of clicks on predefined areas of
image. And as the user click on the predefined area, it
could be easily identified by attacker. Later Wiedenbeck et
al. Proposed PassPoints, wherein passwords could be
composed of several points anywhere on an image [5].

Passfaces is the most common and widely used and also
a latest graphical authentication scheme belonging to
recognition based criteria [3]. In this scheme, for
authentication user has to choose one particular image
from a set of images of faces. Process of choosing image is
repeated for several times to ensure that password space is
large enough. During creation of password, user selects a
number of images from a large set of images. To log in,
users must identify one of their pre-selected images from
amongst several decoys. Users must correctly respond to a
number of these challenges for each login. But this scheme
is bounded by memorizing sequence.

Haptic password is a graphical authentication technique
belonging to pure recall based. This uses a special keypad
constructed of three physically independent buttons each
capable of sensing finger input and rendering vibrotactile
cues in the form of tactons [2], or structured vibration
patterns. Although tactons can involve multiple

dimensions (such as amplitude and duration), those used in
the SHK vary solely in the frequency with which vibration
pulses are delivered. Three tactons are used, corresponding
to the number of buttons, with frequencies of 1Hz, 2Hz
and continuous activation. Passwords in the system take
the form of a sequence of these tactons[10]

Chiasson et al. [7] have introduced the concept of cued
click points (CCP). In this scheme user click on particular
point per image for a sequence of image and next image is
based on previous click point. PCCP adds persuasive
features to CCP that encourages users to select less
predictable passwords, and makes it more difficult to select
passwords where all click-points are hotspots [12].
Hotspots are areas of the image that have higher likelihood
of being selected by users as password click-points [11].

Oorshot proposed hybrid authentication approach called
Two-Step. This scheme involves two steps. In the first step
user has to enter text password. After supplying this, the
user is presented with an image portfolio if text password
is correct. The user must correctly select all images (one or
more) pre-registered for this account in each round of
graphical password verification [13].

III. PROBLEM WITH EXISTING SYSTEMS

According to above discussion we get that graphical
based authentication system has following working
mechanism:
1. Recognition based
2. Pure Recall based
3. Cued Recall based
4. Hybrid
All above systems are depend upon following factors:
1. Identification of correct images (Recognition based).
2. Generation/drawing of fixed pattern (Pure Recall

based).
3. Accurate remembrance of images sequence & click

points for respective images (Cued Recall based).

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Considering all problems and limitations in graphical
based system, we have proposed a novel mechanism of
authentication i.e. authentication using active image. Our
proposed system consists of following phases:
1. Registration phase.
2. Authentication phase
3.1 Registration phase.
Step1:

First step is to select a username. The user has to select
an appropriate username which satisfies all constraints.
Step2:

Select image from a given decoy which is an active
image can act as an environment for providing graphical
password.
Step3:

Next step is to adjust motion factor which accordingly
adjust different activities in image.
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Step4:
Define active point dimensions. This step is based on

recall and precision technique.
Step5:

Define the click points. User has to select positions of
click points within given image.
Step6:

Next step is to again enter that previously entered click
points for confirmation.
Step7:

User need to select or provide security question with
answer for more security
Flowchart of registration process is show in figure 3.

Fig.3. Registration phase

3.2 Authentication phase
Step-1:

User has to enter username or userid provided at
registration stage.
Step-2:

System will fetch user’s profile from database. Due to
unique username profile which generate at registration
stage is also unique in database.
Step-3:

By adjusting motion factor user have to start clicking on
different points of the image with respect to time as like in
registration stage.
Step-4:

With respect to several clicks on the image, click vector
and time vector are generated.
Step-5:

If the user finishes with clicks Authentication
Coefficient (AC) is calculated from click vector and time
vector.
Setp-6:

If calculated Authentication Coefficient (AC) matches
with user profile’s Authentication Coefficient (AC) then
user authentication carried out successfully.
Setp-7:

If Authentication Coefficient (AC) is not match with
user profile’s value of Authentication Coefficient (AC)
then user have to follow clicking phase again for
maximum three more time.
Step-8:

After consequently three failures system will block some
time & refresh the process of authentication.
Flowchart of authentication process is shown in figure 4.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have proposed a novel graphical based
authentication system known as Active Image
Authentication System (AIAS). Direct sequence is weakest
link in existing graphical based authentication system as
the user has to memorize clicking sequence on different
points on the image or identification of different images in
a sequence.

Our work deals with indirect sequencing which can be
strong resistance to guessing attacks as click points are
dynamic with respect to time. Due to use of active image
our system able to provide a strong authentication
mechanism.
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Fig.4. Authentication Phase
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